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SEVERE WEATHER
MESO-SYNOPTIC ANALYSIS OF A SEVERE THUNDERSTORM EVENT ASSOCIATED WITH THE
SOUTHWEST DESERT MONSOON
By Joseph Rogash (1)
Atmospheric Sciences Laboratory
White Sand Missile Range, New Mexico

ABSTRACT
This is a case study of intense convective storms that took
place 011 September 3 . 1986 over the southern New Mexico
desert during the southwest United States monsoon season.
At lower levels. the wind and pressure patterns were typical
for early September with high pressure over Texas and
thermal troughingj'rom northwest Mexico through southern
California creating a southeast gradiellt with advection of
moisture from the Gulf of Mexico. The air mass over southwest and sOllth-central New Mexico was seasonably warm
and potentially unstable by afternoon when solar heating
pushed temperatures above the convective level. Bllt. unlike
most days when monsoon thunderstorms develop. several
elements were present which contributed to the severity of
these storms .
An ullseasonably strollg and northward displaced sllbtropicaljet flowed across New Mexico. callsing weak upward
vertical motion over the unstable air mass. Thisjet was also

responsible for a significant vertical wind shear favorable
for deep convection with a regionally ullcommon configuration of relatively high speed southwest winds above 500
mb over a moist south and east flo w in the lower troposphere.
Thunderstorms increased and intensified ahead of a midtropospheric d,y intrusion believed associated with the subtropical jet. The area of strongest thunderstorms. with one
case oftornadogenesis. developed near the axis of the weak
sill/ace "leeside" trough. in conjunction with 10IVer tropospheric convergence.

1. INTRODUCTION
During the summer and early autumn, deep convection often
occurs over the United States desert region, including southwest
and south-central New Mexico. Briefly, the reasons for this
convection involve large-scale circulation changes associated
with the northward retreat of the Polar westerlies aloft and
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Fig . 1. Map of west Texas. New Mexico, and eastern Arizona showing important geographical features and weather stations. Areas 7000 ft
above sea level are contoured.
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development of a lower tropospheric thermal Low over northwest Mexico , western Arizona, and southern California (Hales,
2). Once this process is completed, usually by late June or early
July , the resultant south and southeast lower tropospheric winds
can advect moisture from either the Gulf of California or Gulf
of Mexico without drier westerlies aloft mixing downward to the
slllface and thereby pushing the moisture eastward into the
.Texas panhandle (Schaefer, 3). Given the high surface temperatures usually over the region this time of year, the air mass
often becomes unstable with afternoon and evening thunderstorms recurring on a daily basis .
Maddox et a!. (4) have shown how some of these thunderstorms can produce extremely heavy rains with attendant flash
flooding . However, little research has been done investigating
southwest de sert thunderstorms that become severe. This is
owing partly to the large spatial separation of weather observing
stations in the region that results in many severe weather phenomena being unreported. Nevertheless , the author's experience as a desert foreca ster indicates that deep convection with
large hail and strong winds may be more common than previously believed with public reports increasing as the population
density increases .
This paper investigates a monsoon season thunderstorm outbreak over southwest and south-central New Mexico during the
afternoon of September 3, 1986. Flash flooding and large hail
were produced in parts of Las Cruces (LRU , Fig. I) and sections
of White Sands Missile Range (within 30 mi of station E28 in
Fig. I) , with one confirmed tornado about 7 mi north of the city
in open desert.

2. SYNOPTIC SCALE CONDITIONS PRECEDING
DEEP CONVECTION
The most striking feature this day was an unseasonably strong
subtropical jet stream at 200 mb (Fig. 2) extending from southwest Arizona through northeast New Mexico into Kansas at
1200 GMT. This existed in contrast to mean climatological wind

velocities (Palmen and Newton , S; Hales , 2) which are of much
smaller magnitudes during late summer. Mean values are not
only due to the northward retreat of the polar westerlies but to
the weakening and southward displacement of the subtropical
jet itself.
On this day southwest and south-central New Mexico were
in the right entrance region of the axis of maximum winds, a
region long considered favorable for dynamic life (Beebe and
Bates, 6; McNulty 7). Specifically , within right entrance regions
of maximum wind axis or jet streaks, positive vorticity advection
is usually increasing with height, due to upper tropospheric
divergence , and thus , upward vertical motion. Divergence and
positive vorticity advection (PYA) patterns were examined at
200 mb using an objective analysis technique described by Barnes
(8), combined with a finite differencing scheme similar to Moore
and Fuelberg (9). A 200-km grid spacing was used , bounded by
the nine rawindsonde stations encompassing Arizona, New
Mexico, west Texas, and northern Mexico .
Weak divergence was noted at 200 mb over southwest and
south-central New Mexico at 1200 GMT (Fig. 3) associated with
the right entrance of the sUbtropical jet streak. Positive vorticity
was advecting at this level (Fig. 4) , another indicator that the jet
was forcing upward motion over the area. Admittedly , the order
of magnitude of both divergence and PYA indicated weak forced
upward motion. However , as discussed in section 4, the air mass
in the vicinity was quite unstable , meaning strong lift was not
necessary to trigger thunderstorms.
Conditions at 500 mb at 1200 GMT (Fig. 5) included a weak
trough through southern California to western Arizona and
northern Baja. An area of high relative humidity extended from
northern Mexico into New Mexico to southwest Texas and
northern Arizona, which is not atypical for this time of year.
However, an intrusion of drier air was evident over southeast
Arizona and this drier air was advecting into southwest New
Mexico. Wind and height fields gave evidence ofa weak , poorly
defined trough at 700 mb (Fig. 6) from northeas t New Mexico
to southeast Arizona with an associated convergence zone
between EI Paso and Tucson. High relative humidities were over
New Mexico and west Texas with drier air again covering Arizona.
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Fig.2. The 200 mb analysis for 1200 GMT, 3 September 1986. Height
contours are drawn for every 40 m (228 = 12280 m). Temperatures
are given in cG. Dashed lines are 75- and 50-kt isotachs.
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Fig . 3. Divergence at 200 mb on 1200 GMT, 3 September, 1986.
Units are 10 - 6 sec - 1 •
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Fig . 4. Positive vorticity advection at 200 mb on 1200 GMT, 3 September 1986. Units are 10 - 10 sec - 2 •
Fig. 6. Same as Fig. 5 except for 700 mb .
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Fig . 7. Same as Fig. 5 except for 850 mb.
Fig . 5. 500-mb analysis for 1200 GMT, 3 September, 1986. Height
contours are solid lines drawn for every 20 m (580 = 5800 m).
Temperature and dewpoint depressions given in °C. Scalloped area
encloses region where dewpoint depression :s = 5°C.

The analyses of 850 mb (Fig . 7) indicates a distinct monsoon
flow pattern . High pressure over Texas combined with thermal
troughing over Arizona and southern California produced a
southeast gradient with marked inflow of moisture originating
from the Gulf of Mexico. Upstream dewpoints were above 10°C ,
meaning little drying could be expected this day at lower levels.
Again, a dry intrusion was evident between Tucson and EI Paso
with weak convergence between these stations .

The weakly convergent 700 and 850 mb wind flows over southern New Mexico were likely , in part , to a mass compensational
response to the 200-mb divergence and PV A discussed earlier
(Petterssen, 10). This was further evidence of upward motion
over the convective outbreak area that could trigger or enhance
afternoon thunderstorms. Unfortunately , the terrain features
prohibit measuring the vertical velocity kinematically .
Also of importa nce was the dry intru sion between Tucson a nd
EI Paso, separating drier air in southern Arizona from moi st air
in New Mexico . This dry intrusion was especially evident at 500
mb but was also detectable at both 700 and 850 mb as well. Such
a fe ature has long been considered important for deep convec-
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tion (Miller, II) . Briefly , an intrusion of drier air into convective
rainfall can result in intense evaporational cooling and associated
vigorous downdrafts which in turn, may further intensify existing convection (Newton, 12). However, this dry intrusion may
also have contributed to the lower tropospheric convergence
between Tucson and EI Paso. Notice the westerly component
on the dry air side of the intrusion at Tucson in Figs. 6 and 7,
while winds are south through east in the more moist air over
EI Paso. This could be in part due to the deeper mixing of the
upper tropospheric westerlies that would occur in the drier air
over southern Arizona (McCarthy and Koch, 13).
The relative contributions of the upper tropospheric divergence and the dry intrusion in inducing convergence in the lower
levels cannot be determined due to the data sparsity. It is suggested that both factors forced upward motion over the southwest quadrant of New Mexico on this day.

3. SURFACE CONDITIONS LEADING TO
THUNDERSTORM ACTIVITY
The 1200 GMT surface analysis (Fig. 8) showed a typical
monsoon pressure field with a large heat Low through northern
Mexico , western Arizona, and southern California and high
pressure extending over the States bordering the Gulf of Mexico.
A moist easterly wind was generated over New Mexico with
dewpoints in the upper 50's (OF) in the region throughout the
morning hours. A subtle but important feature was the poorly
defined trough oriented northeast to southwest across New Mexico.
The location of this trough along the eastern foothills of the
southern Rockies plus the westerly component of the middle
and upper tropospheric winds suggested this to be a "lee trough "
(Palmen and Newton , S) with formation due to the downslope
flow of the winds aloft. However, this trough may also have had
dynamic support aloft since 200-mb divergence is detected over
the region (Petterssen, 10).
Most important were the 1800 GMT south to southeast winds
that were east of the trough and the north to northeast winds
that were to its west. This not only mai ntained an inflow of moist
air over southern New Mexico but was an indicator of weak
surface convergence. Considering the 200-mb divergence and
700- and 850-mb convergence discussed earlier, converging flow
at the sUIface gave credence to upward motion existing over
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southwest and south central New Mexico within a potentially
unstable air mass (see section 4) .
What was unique about the 1800 GMT surface analysis is that
dewpoints remained high despite a relatively strong westerly
wind component above 500 mb. The subtropical jet, while strong
enough to induce weak upward motion, remained too high to
mix downward to the surface and push New Mexico's lower
tropospheric moisture eastward. Surface winds were south to
southeast over most of the region at 1800 GMT with abundant
surface moisture.

4. AIR MASS CHARACTERISTICS
The closest radiosonde to the most active thunderstorm areas
was the 1200 GMT ELP, about 50 mi south ofLRU , that showed
moderate to high moisture below 600 mb where winds were east
to southerly (Fig. 10) . Above this level , somewhat drier air was
advecting from the west and southwest with speeds markedly
increasing with elevation. Such a wind and moisture profile with
height has long been considered favorable for convective activity
(Miller, I I). The mixing height on this day, based on afternoon
maximum temperatures , was near 700 mb , meaning that the
upper westerlies would not mix downward with heating and
drive the lower level moisture eastward.
Surface heating pushing afternoon temperatures into the mid
80's ("F) combining with dewpoints over 50°F would result in a
lifted index no higher than -4 near the time of severe weather.
It is possible this value may be too high since from Fig. 5, one
can infer weak cold advection aloft. Vertical motion is likely to
further induce upper level cooling adding to air mass destabilization. Fig. 10 shows that the moist adiabatic parcel ascent
above the 700 mb convective condensation level results in large
positive buoyancy , which implies a strong undraft potential.
Furthermore, there is an absence of a significant stable or inversion layer above the convective condensation level. Thus, diurnal heating of the surface to the convective temperature would
alone be sufficient to initiate convection without upward vertical
motion .
Precipitable water based on this sounding was over I in, which
Maddox et al. (4) found as a threshold value for deep convection
over the western United States. Given the high moisture content,
instability, and favorable vertical wind and thermodynamic pro-
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Fig. 8. Surface analysis for 1200 GMT, 3 September 1986 with pressures in millibars.
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Fig . 9. Same as Fig. 8 except for 1800 GMT.
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Fig . 11. Radar summary for 1835 GMT for 3 September 1986. Arrow
with number represents cell movement in kt.
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Fig . 10. Skew T/Log P temperature diagram °C of sounding at EI
Paso on 1200 GMT, 3 September 1986. Moist adiabat shown for ideal
parcel ascent from a 700-mb convective condensation level.

file, the ambient air mass was definitely favorable for at least
strong thunderstorms on this day .

5. THUNDERSTORM DEVELOPMENT OVER
SOUTHERN NEW MEXICO
Excluding the southeast corner of the State, little convective
activity existed over New Mexico until about 1800 GMT when
showers and thunderstorms form over the Gila and Sacramento
Mountains (Fig. 10. These high-terrain features are favored
locations for summer thunderstorms in the deserts with convection usually initiated by diurnal heating .
During the next three hours , showers and thunderstorms over
western New Mexico translated eastward in response to the
mid-tropospheric steering flow; radar echo area movement was
similar to the 1200 GMT 500-mb EI Paso wind velocity (Fig. 12).
The area of convection also expanded southward period as it
approached the Rio Grande Valley.
Within this region the convective temperatures were approached
or exceeded, the vertical wi nd velocity was weakly increasing
upward, and the wind shear was favorab le for deep convection.
Precipitation echoes were aligned along the approximate position of the mid-level dry intrusion (Fig. 12) , indicating this feature modulated convective activity begun several hours earlier.
Thus , thunderstorms not only increased in areal extent but in
intensity as well.
By 2230 GMT, Holloman AFB radar reported cloud tops of
42,000 feet near western Las Cruces . Storms at this time were
moving into south-ce ntral New Mexico in the vicinity of the

Fig. 12. Same as Fig . 11 except for 2130 GMT.

surface trough axis and its converging wind flow . Correspondingly , reports of weather elements indicative of intense convection reached the White Sands weather forecast office from meteorologists and weather observers both on duty at the missile
range and off duty in the surrounding community. Betwee n 2100
and 0000 GMT came reports of .75-inch hail and street flooding
in western Las Cruces and wind gusts over 30 kt , 40 mi south
of E28. The tornado was sighted by this author and one other
meteorologist at approximately 2210 GMT and was on the ground
at least 3 minutes.
Despite reports ofa tornado , there was no evidence on satellite
or radar of supercell or mesocyclone development. Visible satellite imagery (Fig . 13) clearly showed thunderstorms were multicellular, although Holloman radar did not report supercell signatures such as weak echo regions or hooks (Lemon, 14) which
may not be uncommon. For thunderstorms in the higher elevations , Zipser and Golden (15) showed that in one case, a tornado
outbreak over the foothills and high plains of Colorado , the
parent thunderstorms were of the multicell variety . The storms
in the Las Cruces area were over terrain only slightly lower
(about 4000 ft msl) than the ones in Colorado in Zipser and
Golden's study .
A lack of data precluded a meso beta or meso gamma analysis
necessary to determine the exact nature of this tornadogenesis.
But given the satellite and radar depiction of the storms plus the
fact that the tornado was small and short lived, it is speculated
that thunderstorms were of the nonrotating variety with tornado
formation induced mainly by updraft or downdraft convergence
of ambient low-level vorticity (Szoke et aI., \6) .
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Fig . 13. Visible satellite image showing convection over New Mexico at 2200 GMT, 3 September 1986.

6. CONCLUSION
During the afternoon of September 3, 1986, unusually strong
thunderstorms developed over south-central and southwest New
Mexico. Surface conditions were typical for the monsoon season
with lower tropospheric thermal troughing west of the Continenta l Divide and high pressure over Texas , creating an easterly
wind component with advection of Gulf of Mexico moisture.
The combination of moisture inflow plus afternoon heating of
the boundary layer to above the convective temperature resulted
in an unstable air mass over the region with afternoon thunderstorms forming over higher terrain, a common occurrence during
the summer months . What made this day atypical was the occurrence of severe weather including one confirmed tornado .
Several unusual features in the synoptic and meso alpha scale
pattern were found responsible for this. Of great importance was
the subtropical jet stream which was both unseasonably strong
and far north for the time of year. Because this jet stream and
its axis of maximum winds were through northern New Mexico,
the southwest and south central portions experienced divergence and positive vorticity advection at 200 mb, indicating
forced upward motion. The strong westerly component of the
jet through Arizona a lso induced a mid-tropospheric dry intru-
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sion over southwest New Mexico, along which the heaviest
convection developed by afternoon .
The subtropical jet, while intense enough to provide dynamic
lift, was too high to mix downward to the surface and drive the
boundary layer moisture eastward into Texas . Instead , a vertical
wind and moisture profile was created that was favorable for
severe weather; relatively high speed southwesterlies in the mid
and upper troposphere were superimposed over more moist
southeasterlies near the boundary mixing layer.
Another factor, believed to be at least partly associated with
the SUbtropical jet, was weak convergence over the region at
700 and 850 mb. Part of this convergence may have been in
compensation for the divergence at 200 mb associated with the
subtropical jet. Further contributions to the establishment of
lower level convergence may also have come from differential
mixing across the mid-tropospheric dry intrusion.
Finally , surface thunderstorms became severe over south central New Mexico when they approached the axis of a weak
surface lee trough where weak convergence was also evident.
This trough was likely assoc iated with the downslope flow in the
middle and upper troposphere along the subtropical jet axis with
upper tropospheric divergence possibly providing dynamic support. Thus, unlike most thunderstorms occurring over the United
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States southwest desert s during the mon soon season, those of
this day over southern New Mexico produced at least one tornado as well as flooding and hail.
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Folklore
"G ENERALS JANUARY AND FEBRUARY WILL FIGHT FOR US"-Czar Nicholas I
by Sue Mroz

..

Hi stori ans probably have lots of theories concerning the fall of the powerful
Napoleon. Some might blame it on a sudden loss of confidence, that when his
supreme faith in his own abilities began to waiver he was doomed. Others might
say his strategies started to fail him, or hi s men lost hope. Others refer to problems
he had with the women he loved. But what of the weather?
Nicholas 1 may have hit on the major reason for Napoleon's disaster when he
wrote, "Generals January and February Will Fight For Us." And formidable
generals they were! The older brother of Nicholas 1 was Alexander I, the ruling
Russi an Czar during the war with Napol eon. The battle of the Ru ss ia n winter of
1812 was the end for Napoleon and his Gra nd Army. The harshnes s of the weather
and the fierce battle reduced hi s powerful army of 600,000 men to only 100,000
survivors.
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